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Tutankhamen fab tomb found!
Yesterday, on the 22nd of
November Howard Carter
accomplished the finding of
Tutankhamen Tomb in the
valley of the king’s . He
looked for the to tomb for
the tomb for over 20 years
and not giving up and he was
hoping it was not robbed
when he found it.
Our report starts with
Howard Carter working
with Theodore Davis in
1901. They were trying to
find tombs of Pharaohs.
Carter discovered a tomb
but unfortunately, it was
empty. Afterwards, Davis
stopped working with
Carter because he felt
Carter had made a fool of
him.
Following this in 1905
Carter met Lord Carnavon
and started digging outside
the Valley of the Kings
because they didn't have a
permit.
Finally, in 1914 Lord
Carnavon brought the
permit because Davis
reported that there was
nothing left to find in the
Valley of the Kings. Carter
was still working with the
Lord. Without a warning

between 1914-1918
World War I broke out.
Eventually in 1919 the
excavating started again.
Carnavon still had the
permit and Carter still
worked for him. They
dug for 3 years until the
water boy found a step.
This led to a blocked
doorway. A telegram
was sent to Lord
Carnavon immediately ,
the Lord was in England
at that time and rushed
to Egypt with his
daughter, Evelyn.
They went inside of the
tomb, but first they
made a small hole to let
out any poisonous
gasses. Carter looked
through the hole.
Carnavon asked “ can
you see anything”? “yes
wonderful things”. They
went into the
antechamber and found
many artifacts and items
made from gold . They
found a door way to
Burial Chamber to that
Tut was inside the
shrine that was made of
gold . His sagoteghus
was in side.

All the artifacts will de
taken to the museum of
Cairo and will be on
display to the public.

Tutankhamen sarcophagus.

